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Before we begin with the Quick Guide to Big Shot Sandwiches, firstly some terminology surrounding the 

accessories available for the Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine… 

 

You can find the Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine and accessories on pages 209-216 of the 2017-2018 Annual 

Catalogue.  If you’ve just purchased a Big Shot, then… GOOD NEWS, you can begin embossing and die-cutting 

with the Big Shot right out of the box.  The Big Shot comes packaged with: 

• Standard Cutting Pads:  This pair of acrylic plates are used for both embossing and die-cutting.  They are 

ultimately consumable as they will scratch and perhaps bend with normal Big Shot use.  To get the best 

wear from your Standard Cutting Pads, place your dies all over the surface (not just in the centre) and flip 

the plates frequently.  One pair is included with the purchase of a Big Shot.  Pairs of replacement 

Standard Cutting Pads are sold separately. 

• Big Shot Platform:  This is the standard platform that is used for die-cutting with thin metal dies and for 

embossing.  It includes two pieces, the base, and an adaptor to use with Framelits and Thinlits dies.  The 

base platform and Thin Die Adapter are included in the purchase of a Big Shot.  If you should damage 

these, a replacement is sold separately. 

There are optional products that you can use with your Big Shot to improve your die-cutting experience… 

• Magnetic Platform:  This is a platform embedded with magnetic disks that is designed for holding metal 

dies in place.  It is especially good for aligning dies with stamped images.  The Magnetic Platform uses a 

strong magnetic field, which can be harmful to pacemaker wearers.  The Magnetic Platform is sold 

separately. 

• Precision Base Plate:  This is a steel plate that delivers improved performance for detailed metal dies.  

This rigid plate is used under intricate dies for better cutting and reducing the likelihood of the card stock 

embedding into the dies.  The Precision Base Plate should be used sparingly as it increases the wear-and-

tear on your dies and Standard Cutting Pads, and should never be used with simple, open Framelits.  The 

Precision Base Plate is sold separately. 

• Big Shot Die Brush:  Remove small, cut pieces from dies and die-cuts easily with the Big Shot Die Brush 

and the included foam pads.  The Big Shot Die-Brush is sold separately. 
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A “sandwich” is the term used to describe the order of layers passing through a die-cutting machine.   

Impress texture onto card stock and paper. 
 

 

Create deep, dimensional impressions in card stock. 
 

 

Thin metal dies for cutting open shapes (Framelits) 
and intricate details (Thinlits). 

 

 
 

 

Thin metal dies for cutting highly detailed and 
intricate shapes. 

 

 

 


